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Spontaneous supercrystal organisation of semiconductor nanorods (CdS and CdSe) of different aspect 
ratios into ordered superstructures was obtained by controlled evaporation of a nanorod solution.  The 
rods either align into two dimensional close packed perpendicular arrays or into one dimensional rail 
tracks depending on the total interaction energy between the rods in solution.  A detailed study has 10 
identified critical factors that affect this interaction energy such as nanorod concentration, surface charge, 
dipole moment and solvent nature (polarity and volatility), thereby allowing a general approach to control 
the nature of nanorod assembly (1D or 2D). Molecular dynamics (MD) of small charged nanorods 
showed that opposite dipolar alignment (antiferromagnetic) was the preferred rod orientation during self-
assembly. 15 
Introduction 
Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals have attracted significant 
interest as building blocks for applications ranging from 
biomedical diagnostics to next generation electronics.1 
Optimisations of synthetic protocols have allowed precise control 20 
over their size, shape, composition and surface chemistry. 
Concurrent efforts have been devoted towards understanding the 
organisation of these nanocrystals into superstructures extending 
to several centimetre length scales.2-4 While self-organization of 
zero-dimensional semiconductor nanocrystals is well established, 25 
organization of one-dimensional semiconductor nanocrystals (or 
nanorods) is more challenging due to their inherent shape 
anisotropy.5 The cylindrical shape typically results in short range 
ordering producing raft like assemblies parallel to the surface. 
The most viable architecture for functional application of nanorod 30 
assemblies is where each rod is vertically aligned and close 
packed. This allows the greatest density of packing and the 
collective optimisation of both diameter and length dependent 
properties such as quantum confinement and polarised light 
emission respectively.6 In proposed photovoltaic applications, for 35 
example, the tuneable rod diameter defines the band gap whereas 
the nanorod length optimises total light absorption.7  
   Directed assembly methods which exploit the shape dependent 
dipole moment in the rods has allowed vertical assemblies to be 
obtained when the field lines are perpendicular to the substrate.8 40 
This route when combined with the presence of an intrinsic net 
charge on nanorods allows very large scale assemblies to be 
obtained by electrophoresis.3  
  The propensity of nanorods to self-organise into orthogonal 
close packed assemblies in the absence of external 45 
electromagnetic fields is a recent discovery. Ahmed demonstrated 
HOPG assisted assembly of the nanorods which formed on a 
substrate from a drying dispersion.9 Baker et al expanded the 
assembly size by adding excess surfactant to the drying 
dispersion resulting in a self-assembled substrate bound 50 
monolayer over large areas.10 Assembly from a drying liquid 
dispersion at a substrate requires understanding of solvent-
evaporation dynamics and its influence on the resultant 
concentration gradient of the dissolved solutes (here nanorods).11 
The further factors of solvent line pinning at the surface and fluid 55 
flow within the droplet demands tight control of several critical 
factors to achieve the desired assembly.12  
 Pre-assembly of the nanorods into perpendicular superlattices 
within the liquid phase is also possible and is less complicated 
due to the absence of interfacial considerations. Manna and co-60 
workers showed that the introduction of a non-solvent into a 
nanorod dispersion acts as a driving force for side by side rod 
assembly by depletion attraction in solution.13 The assembled 
discs settle to the substrate due to gravity sedimentation. Singh et 
al has shown more recently that perpendicular assemblies can 65 
spontaneously form in solution if the net charge on the rod is 
optimised.14 Further, by calculating the total Coulombic energy 
interactions of net charge (repulsive) and dipole-dipole 
(attractive) the conditions for optimal assembly in solution were 
formulated. Importantly, this work rationalised the occurrence of 70 
both perpendicular (2D) and linear rail-track (1D) assemblies 
from a single droplet with the former occurring in the droplet 
bulk and the latter occurring from the droplet surface on drying. 
Isolating the importance of net charge on the rod, as a key factor 
in assembly, essentially created a tuneable parameter for 75 
controlling their formation that is easily applicable to a wide 
range of nanorods.  
  Here we show that CdS nanorods with different 
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physical properties and ligand chemistry to CdSe can be easily 
assembled by the same charge based protocol. The total energy 
calculations are shown to be valid for this system with the 
predicted assembly patterns occurring under experimental 
conditions as verified by HRTEM and HRSEM. In addition, we 5 
expand on the other important factors necessary for general 
application of this assembly method. The existence of a critical 
rod concentration for assembly is necessary such that inter-rod 
distances are sufficiently small such that attractive interactions 
can dominate. The methodology to establish the optimum 10 
concentration window for assembly is detailed and the effect of 
concentration variations outside this is shown. Furthermore, how 
changes in the solvent permittivity and boiling point affects the 
assembly patterns are detailed extensively. The screening effect 
of high permittivity solvents on inter-rod interactions is shown to 15 
have a predictable effect on assembly patterns. In addition the 
rate of solvent evaporation, dictated by the solvent boiling point, 
dictates the degree of order in assembly formation. Finally, 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations shows that small, 
positively-charged cadmium selenide nanorods in toluene led to 20 
the adoption of anti-ferromagnetic ordering of the rod dipoles, in 
good agreement with our experimental findings. 
Experiment 
Materials  
Cadmium oxide (>99%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), tri-n-25 
octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%), sulfur (99.98%) and 
selenium (99.98%) were purchased from Aldrich. n-
Octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA), n-tetradecylphosphonic acid 
(TDPA), n-hexylphosphonic acid (HPA), and n-octylphosphonic 
acid (OPA) were obtained from PolyCarbon Industries, Inc. 30 
(PCI). sulfur (99.98%), Trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%),All the 
chemicals were used as received. 
Synthesis of CdSe Nanorods 
CdSe nanorods were synthesised according to published 
procedure.7 Briefly, CdO (0.20g.) as a cadmium precursor was 35 
dissolved in mixture of surfactants like n-
tetradecylphosphonicacid (TDPA, 0.71g), n-Hexylphosphonic 
acid (HPA, 0.16g) and tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 3.00g) 
in 25 ml three-neck flask equipped with a condenser and a 
thermocouple adapter. The mixture is heated to 120º C in an 40 
atmosphere of Ar and then evacuates for 60 min and followed by 
heating at 300ºC under Ar atmosphere so that CdO decomposed 
and give optical clear solution. Once a clear solution was 
obtained, 1.5g of Trioctylphosphine (TOP) was added to the 
mixture, and the temperature was further raised to 310ºC. Next 45 
the stock solution of Selenium (~500µl) containing 73 mg of 
selenium in 416 mg of TOP was injected rapidly to the 
vigorously stirring Cd solution and the resulting particles were 
further allowed to grow for 5-10 min at 310ºC.The nanorods 
growth was terminated by removal of the heating mantle, and at 50 
80ºC, 2-4 ml of anhydrous toluene was added to the mixture to 
quench the reaction. The nanorods were purified by dissolution in 
toluene and precipitation from anhydrous isoproponal. They were 
cleaned thrice with toluene and isoproponal mixture and 
redispersed in toluene for further measurements. 55 
Synthesis of CdS Nanorods 
CdS was also synthesised in a procedure similar to that of CdSe 
nanorods. In detail,  0.21g of CdO, 1.08 g of ODPA and 2.73 g of 
TOPO were loaded into a 25 ml three-neck flask and heated to 
120 °C under Ar- gas flow at which ODPA and TOPO were 60 
dissolved (mixture becomes a brown colour). The mixture is 
degassed at 120°C for 20 minutes followed by switching from gas 
to vacuum line with a vacuum range of 150-200 mTorr. The 
mixture was heated to 300°C under Ar-gas at which CdO 
completely dissolved and the solution becomes clear. The 65 
mixture was cooled to 120°C and further degassed for another 45 
minutes. After this second degas, the apparatus was switched 
back to Ar-gas line and mixture is heated to 300°C at which time 
the sulphur stock solution (~ 800 µl) containing 64mg of sulphur 
in 7.64mg TOP was rapidly injected (~1.0 s) and the nanocrystals 70 
were allowed to grow for 30 minute. The nanorod growth was 
terminated by removal of the heating mantle. Once the reaction 
mixture reached ~80ºC, the reaction was quenched via the 
addition of 2-3 mL of anhydrous toluene. The nanorods were 
purified by dissolution in toluene and precipitated from acetone. 75 
They were cleaned thrice with toluene and acetone mixture and 
redispersed in toluene for further measurements. 
Ligand exchange of nanorods with pyridine   
To prepare pyridine capped nanorods, 1 ml of nanorods solution 
(0.0013 g/ml) was dispersed in anhydrous pyridine (5 ml) 80 
followed by vortex for 5-10 min and then sonicated for 30 min. 
The solution then centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min following 
which the filtrate was discarded and the resulting residue was 
redispersed in toluene for further studies. 
Sample preparation 85 
Nanorod solutions with different concentration range from 8 × 
10-7 molL-1 to 3.2 × 10-6 molL-1 were prepared in fixed amount 
of toluene solution (5 ml). A drop (~ 7µL) of nanorod solution 
was drop cast on carbon coated TEM grid. 
Characterizations  90 
 The images of the nanorods and nanorods assemblies on Carbon 
supported TEM grids were characterized by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron 
microscopy by using a  JEOL  JEM-2011F operating at an 
accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Scanning electron microscopy 95 
(SEM) of the nanorods assembly on a Si (111) substrate was 
performed by a Hitachi SU-70 machine. Zeta-potential was 
measured using Zeta PALS (Zeta Potential Analyzer, Brookhaven 
Instruments Corporation, US) using low and high electric-field, E 
= 137 Vcm-1 and 274 V cm-1, across the palladium electrodes and 100 
measured zeta-potential values was constant from two fields 
which was averaged from 10 repeated experiments. 
Molecular Simulation Methodology  
Four small, cylindrical rigid-body cadmium selenide (CdSe) 
nanorods of wurtzite geometry, approximately 15 Å in height and 105 
8 Å in diameter, were constructed and placed axially oriented 
along the y-axis, with their centres-of-mass (COM) at the vertices 
of a square in the x-y plane with a side-length of 25 Å. The inter-
atomic energy function (Lennard-Jones) was taken from ref. 15; it 
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is relevant to highlight the ionic nature of the CdSe rods, which 
consist of negatively- (-1.18e) and positively- (+1.18e) charged 
ions, respectively. Two cases of net positive surface charges of 
0.2 and 0.4 e were applied to each rod, with incremental charges 
divided evenly over each surface atom in the rod so that the total 5 
positive surface charge was either 0.2 or 0.4 e. The simulation 
box was cubic, with an approximately 60 Å side-length, to which 
periodic boundary conditions were applied. The OPLS16 potential 
was applied to the toluene solvent molecules, and either one or 
two chloride ions were added to render the whole system 10 
electroneutral (with respective negative charges of 0.8 and 1.6 e 
for the positive charge cases of 0.2 and 0.4 e per rod). Toluene 
molecules were placed in the simulation box from a separate NPT 
liquid-phase simulation. The temperature and pressure was then 
allowed to relax to 298 K and 1 bar. 15 
The particle-mesh Ewald17 method was used to treat full long-
range electrostatics. A cut-off distance of 12 Å was applied to 
real-space Ewald interactions. An equal value was used for van 
der Waals interactions, using a smooth switching function applied 
thereto between 10 and 12 Å. A multiple time step scheme was 20 
used with 1 fs for bonded interactions and short-range non-
bonded interactions, and 4 fs for reciprocal-space electrostatics 
evaluation, using the r-RESPA method.18 All production runs (for 
both rod-surface charge states) were simulated for up to 5 ns 
using coupling to an NPT reservoir, using the Anderson-Hoover 25 
approach with a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 1 bar, 
with respective barostat and thermostat periods of 0.5 and 2 ps.19 
The SHAKE20 algorithm was applied to constrain bond lengths to 
all hydrogen atoms. Prior to production runs, initial relaxation 
MD simulations of 1 ns (of liquid toluene) at 298 K and 1 bar 30 
pressure were performed without any nanorods. Subsequently, 
the rigid-body nanorods were inserted as described above, 
avoiding (van der Waals) overlap with the toluene, and fixed in 
place. After energetic minimisation of the toluene, the system 
was equilibrated to 298 K in an NVT simulation increasing the 35 
temperature by 20 K every 20 ps. NPT dynamics was then carried 
for 1 ns while reducing harmonic restraint forces from 1 to 0 
kcal/(mol Å2) on the rigid-body nanorods in 0.2 kcal/(mol Å2) 
steps every 0.2 ns. 
Result and Discussion  40 
The extension of the successful charge based assembly from 
CdSe nanorods to the CdS first requires a narrow distribution in 
both length and diameter across the nanorod dispersion. Here a 
TEM image of unaligned  CdS rods used in this study, Fig.1a,  
show they possess aspect ratios of  7 ×30 nm  with  polydispersity 45 
< 5 % .  Although this is a comparable aspect ratio to the CdSe 
rods, Fig.1d, (7 × 35 nm) there are several physical and structural 
differences that could affect their propensity for assembly. The 
dipole moments are significantly different at 240 ±15 Debye for 
CdSe in comparison to 485 ± 45 Debye for CdS.21,22 As the 50 
ligand environment affects the charge, the change to 
octadecylphosphonic acid/TOPO for CdS in comparison to 
tetradecylphosphonic /TOPO is for CdSe must be accounted for.  
Here the similar phosphonic acid environment has only a small 
affects on the zeta potential resulting in a negligible change from 55 
1 ± 3mV for CdSe to 2 ± 3 mV for CdS. As the total energy 
considerations for attraction or repulsion are a function of charge 
and dipole moment, balancing these interactions through 
concentration allows pre-assembly in solution to occur. The TEM 
images (Fig.1b) show the resultant assemblies of CdS rods 60 
obtained at optimal conditions.  Each sheet is a 2D close packed 
monolayer of orthogonal aligned rods which form in solution and 
drop to the substrate. The multilayer architectures occur when 
sheets overlap in the final deposit. The uniaxial alignment of the 
nanorods throughout the layers is further confirmed by electron 65 
diffraction inset. The slightly diffused diffraction spots 
correspond to (100), (110) and (001) of the wurtzite CdS and are 
slightly rotated by approximately 10°, which is consistent with 
our previous reports.9 Similar behaviour is obtained with the 
CdSe nanorods Fig. (1e) with inset diffraction patterns indexed to 70 
wurtzite CdSe. The mechanism of assembly for CdS can be 
rationalised when the various thermodynamic forces acting on the 
nanorods such as dipole-dipole interaction, coulomb repulsion 
and Van der Waals attraction are taken into account. The total 
energy calculations for CdS, Fig.2 (yellow curve), fits a similar 75 
profile to that previously reported for CdSe Fig.2 (violet curve). 
As the ODPA/TOPO capped rods have a small net zeta potential, 
2 ± 3mV, the attractive forces pulling the rods together in 
solution dominate. The optimum concentration window facilitates 
the minimum inter-rod distances in solution for nucleation of this 80 
nanorod cluster to occur. Outside of this optimum concentration, 
nucleation does not occur and the evaporating droplet results in 
randomly deposited rods, with raft like order, Fig. (1a). Once the 
nucleation of the supercrystal occurs, growth is facilitated by the 
dynamic attachment/detachment of rods from solution.   85 
 If the charge state of the rod is increased dramatically by 
pyridine washing, the repulsive forces dominate in solution and 
the rods remain dispersed. No assembly occurs within the droplet 
volume regardless of concentration.  As the solvent dries, the rods 
migrate to the surface of the droplet eventually getting deposited 90 
at the substrate interface as the droplet diameter recedes. Here the 
rods are trapped on a 2D manifold (droplet surface) thereby 
restricting the possible type of assembly to 1D. Consequently rail 
track type assemblies occur due to antiferromagnetic dipolar 
alignment of the rods on deposition (ESI, Fig.S1). In comparison, 95 
the density and length of the tracks is increased in pyridine 
capped CdS (Fig.1c) in comparison to pyridine capped CdSe 
(Fig.1f). This is expected due to higher zeta potential value for 
pyridine capped CdS nanorods (26±3mV) in comparison of 
pyridine capped CdSe (20±3mV). Increasing the average charge 100 
on nanorods increases the rate at which the rods migrate to the 
droplet surface thereby increasing the relative density of the 1D 
arrays. Again, the behaviour as predicted by the total energy 
calculations shows the direct correlation of assembly pattern with 
net charge regardless of rod composition.  105 
  The occurrence of both rail-track (1D) and perpendicular 
assembly (2D) from a single droplet is also possible with CdS by 
partial ligand exchange. In this case, the alkyl phosphonates 
capped rods assemble in 2D layers and drop to the substrate with 
the pyridine capped rods only assembling at the liquid contact 110 
line resulting in 1D deposits on top of the 2D in all cases (ESI, 
Fig.S2).  This finding is in excellent agreement with our previous 
studies of CdSe nanorods.
 14  Furthermore, this is the first report 
of side by side assembly of CdS nanorods and demonstrates the 
general applicability of assembly control by charge modulation.  115 
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Concentration Effect on Nanorods Assembly 
The concentration of nanorods affects the nearest neighbour 
distances in solution and hence dictates the occurrence or absence 
of spontaneous nucleation of 2D supercrystals if the nanorod 
charge state is favourable. Using total energy calculations, Fig.2 5 
we can calculate the optimum inter rod distance for assembly. 
However, in practise correlating this distance value to an exact 
concentration of nanorod dispersion is difficult. A more 
straightforward route is to evaluate assembly patterns over a 
concentration range until the desired assembly is obtained. This is 10 
demonstrated in Fig.3 where all samples were prepared by using 
a fixed amount of toluene and varying the concentration of CdS 
nanorods (see detail in the experimental section). The solutions 
were evaporated in a similar environment giving a constant 
evaporation rate.  A low concentration (8 × 10-7 molL-1) of CdS 15 
nanorods in toluene resulted in randomly distributed CdS 
nanorods with their c-axis parallel to the plane of the TEM grid 
(Fig 3a). In this case, the low concentration results in weak 
dipole-dipole attractions between nanorods and prevents 
assembling of the nanorods within the volume of the droplet prior 20 
to drying. These nanorods are deposited randomly as the droplet 
evaporates, resulting in their long axis parallel to the substrate 
with no side by side ordering (Schematic representation in 
Fig.3gI). As the concentration of nanorods is increased to 1.4 × 
10-6 molL-1 the emergence of small ordered areas in the centre of 25 
the grid encompassed by randomly distributed nanorods (Fig.3b 
and 3gII) is apparent. The progression of apparent order in this 
aggregate from smectic at the edges to columnar at the centre 
occurs when the evaporating droplet gradually constricts the 
confined rods. A further increase in the nanorod concentration to 30 
2.1 × 10-6 molL-1, results in a dramatic change in the assembly 
type. Here both vertically oriented hexagonal 2D (Fig.3c) arrays 
and multilayer 3D superstructure arrays occur. Here the vertical 
alignment of the rods in the layers is resolute with no progression 
of order from edge to centre. This complete perpendicular 35 
ordering can only occur with the pre-assembly of rods in solution 
and their deposition on a surface and is therefore not a residual 
deposit from a completely evaporated droplet. Perpendicular 
assembly may also occur at the air-solvent-substrate interface, 
and rods at this point may also incorporate themselves in to 40 
existing assemblies at this interface passes over them. The strict 
concentration dependence of the starting solution is typical for 
crystallisation where outside of a certain window; nuclei are 
kinetically unstable to disassociation. The nuclei grow into ever 
larger supercrystals as nanorods add in a periodic and defined 45 
manner, with the reducing droplet volume replenishing the 
concentration of free nanorods (Fig.3gIII). As these supercrystal 
sheets grow, they gradually sink due to gravity sedimentation 
such that the dwell time in the 3D volume of the droplet is the 
likely factor which restricts the sheet size. Assemblies up to 50 
micron sized areas are possible (ESI, Fig.S3) and are remarkably 
consistent across multiple experiments. The HRTEM image inset 
shows the consistency of nanorod diameter and inter-nanorod 
repeat distance (<3nm) in the assembly. However, a further 
increase in the concentration of nanorods to 3.2 × 10-6 molL-1 55 
results in a complete loss of long range order (Fig.3d) 
demonstrating the effective concentration window for 
perpendicular assembly. 
 As the sheets are depositing from a three dimensional volume 
onto a 2D surface, multilayer formation resulting from stacking 60 
of the sheets is expected. This is clearly evident in Fig.3e and 3f 
where the monolayer and multilayer can be identified. The 
occurrence of these multilayers is further evidence for the 
preformation of perpendicular oriented nanorod assemblies in 
sheets prior to deposition on a surface. As the optimal 65 
concentration for assembly is essentially a distance dependence at 
which the attractive forces in solution outweigh the repulsive 
forces, different optimal concentrations will manifest for other 
rods such as CdSe (ESI, Fig.S4). This is the first report of vertical 
assembly of CdSe nanorods over large areas without the use of 70 
any external directing agents and effectively shows the generality 
of this technique for achieving perpendicular assembly. 
Influence of Solvent Nature 
The choice of solvent is also important in these experiments as it 
is the medium within which all forces have to balance each other 75 
to attain the stable state. For the assembly of nanorods from a 
drying solvent droplet, the solubility, volatility and dielectric 
permittivity of the solvent determine the nature of the assemblies 
as much as the nanorod properties themselves. 
 Solubility – the ability to effectively disperse the nanorods in 80 
the first instance – restricts our choice of solvent. Toluene, 
cyclohexane, benzene and chloroform have all been reported as 
good solvents for nanorods covered with hydrophobic ligands 
(phosphonates, TOPO, oleic acid etc.).13 Conversely, 
dichloromethane and methanol are poor solvents for these 85 
nanorods. In this case, drying leads to a random agglomeration of 
the nanorods, as would be expected from a poorly-solvated 
material (Fig.4a). This would also be seen if the diffusion 
coefficient of the nanoparticles on the substrate is lower than the 
dewetting front velocity. In such as case there is not enough time 90 
for well-ordered assemblies to form before the evaporation of the 
solvent. 
 For the two remaining properties – volatility and permittivity – 
useful information can be extracted from the nature of the 
assemblies obtained from them. It is important, however, that 95 
when comparing the effect of differing volatilities, the dielectric 
constants of the two solvent must be almost equal and vice versa. 
 The dielectric constant has a direct bearing on the solubility, 
given that the electrostatic interaction is scaled by the dielectric 
constant. The ligands on the nanorod surface are non-polar and as 100 
a general rule will not dissolve in a highly polar solvent with a 
relative permittivity greater than εr ≈ 10 - 15, such as water. For a 
solvent with a permittivity that is below this threshold but still 
relatively high (εr ≈ 4 – 10), the strength of both the dipole-dipole 
and the Coulomb interaction will be screened to a greater extent. 105 
As a result, the electrostatic forces driving the assembly are 
reduced, and assembly in chloroform (εr = 5) is not seen (Fig.4b).  
 The volatility of the solvent determines the drying rate of the 
droplet. A volatile solvent droplet may dry too fast for assembly 
to occur. The effect of volatility can be investigated by 110 
comparing nanorod patterns formed from toluene and 
cyclohexane evaporation. Both of these solvents have a similar 
dielectric constant and are both good solvents for the nanorods, 
but cyclohexane has a lower boiling point. The one-dimensional 
patterns formed after pyridine washing are much shorter in the 115 
cyclohexane, and the two-dimensional assemblies from partially 
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washed or un-washed nanorods have smaller domain sizes as 
seen in (Fig.4c).  
 Regardless of solvent nature, the surrounding environment, 
and thus the rate of evaporation, also has an impact on the degree 
of nanorods assembly. To study this effect, the toluene solution of 5 
nanorods with optimum concentration was investigated at varying 
drying times in a closed environment (glove box). When the drop 
takes the maximum time to dry (7-8 mins), a large hexagonally 
close packed nanorod assembly was obtained but as the 
evaporation rate increased (3-4 mins) the assembly size 10 
decreases. This clear progression in the 2D nanorod domain size 
is shown in ESI, Fig.S5a-S5b. This indicates that the rate of 
evaporation affects the crystallization process with longer 
interaction times for dipole–dipole attraction leading to the 
energetic favouring of large scale assembly. Interestingly, the 1D 15 
nanorod assemblies also shows similar behaviour under these 
conditions where the length of the rail track decreases as the 
evaporation rate increases (ESI, Fig.S5c-S5d). Therefore in 
considering the optimum solvent for nanorod assembly, the 
volatility in addition to dielectric constant and polarity are 20 
important considerations. A solvent with a low dielectric 
permittivity and a low volatility (such as toluene) is therefore the 
ideal solvent for facilitating assembly. 
Molecular Simulation Insights into Self-Assembly 
In Fig. 5a, orientation angles are depicted of each the four +0.2 e-25 
charged nanorods’ axes (and dipoles) vis-à-vis the –z-direction, 
determined from the MD simulations. Initially, the rods are at 
right angles to the –z-direction (approximately 90°), and then two 
of each align in opposite directions, corresponding to an anti-
ferromagnetic configuration. This finding is in broad agreement 30 
with those of Titov, 24 for which opposite alignments were found 
to be energetically preferred. Larger surface charges on the rods 
were found to lead to more rapid anti-ferromagnetic alignment, 
due to a larger dipole moment. The agglomeration of the rods is 
highlighted in Fig. 5b, where the average of the six inter-rod 35 
centre-of-mass spacing are shown as a function of time for the 
+0.2 and +0.4 e-charged rods. As one might expect, the repulsive 
electrostatic interactions between the rods leads to a greater 
separation for the larger charge case (for which the dipoles are in 
opposite directions, Fig. 5a). Therefore, MD simulation has 40 
confirmed the adoption of an anti-ferromagnetic configuration 
due to the minimisation of dipolar energy, while the effect of 
more repulsive surface charge is evidenced clearly in the slower 
agglomeration and lesser extent of self-assembly. These findings 
are in broad agreement with our experimental results, and provide 45 
insight to the picture of the physical agglomeration mechanism 
being dominated by dipolar energy minimisation, the kinetics of 
which is highly sensitive to surface charge. 
Conclusions 
In summary, we have discussed the important factors for the self- 50 
assembly from solution of 1D, 2D and 3D superstructures of CdS 
and CdSe nanorods. In addition to net charge and dipole, the role 
of critical rod concentration, surface charge and solvent nature on 
assembly formation is outlined. Optimising these factors allows 
multilayer perpendicular assemblies to be formed with excellent 55 
reproducibility.  This approach negates the need for external 
additives such as nonsolvents or excess surfactants which can 
contaminate the final assembly. This study is generally applicable 
and allows for a complete protocol to control the nature of 
nanorod self-assembly from solution regardless of elemental 60 
composition.  
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Fig. 1 (a) TEM image showing CdS nanorods. (b) TEM image showing closed-packed 2D superlattice of CdS nanorods with inset SAED pattern. (c) TEM 20 
image of the pyridine washed CdS nanorods shows 1D (rail-track) nanorods assembly. (d-f) Representative TEM images of CdSe nanrods and their 2D 

























































Fig.3 TEM image of CdS nanorods with concentration. (a) 8 × 10-7 molL-1 (b) 1.4 × 10-6  molL-1 (c) 2.1 × 10-6 molL-1 and (d) 3.2 × 10-6 molL-1. The 
optimum concentration was found to be 2.1 × 10-6 molL-1 where closed-packed 2D superlattice of CdS nanorods with inset HRTEM  image in fig.(c) 
shows the monodispersity of nanorods.  (e)- (f) HRSEM images showing monolayer and multilayer, vertically oriented CdS nanrods. (g) Schematic 40 
representation shows the progression of the nanorod assembly in different stages of droplet drying for different concentration, the nucleation of the 
assemblies in the droplet for optimum concentration and further growth process of nanorod assembly is shown in gIII. 
 












Fig. 4 (a-b) TEM image showing agglomeration and random deposition of nanorods when drop cast from nanorods solution in dichloromethane and 





























Fig 5(a) Orientation angles of eachof the four +0.2 e-charged nanorods’ axes (and dipoles) vis-à-vis the –z-direction. Initially, the rods are at right angles 
to the –z-direction (approximately 90°), and then align with two of each in opposite directions (antiferromagnetic state). (b) Average of the six inter-rod 
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